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Abstract: Presently, the cloud computing environment attracts many application developers to deploy
their web applications on cloud data centers. Kubernetes, a well-known container orchestration for
deploying web applications on cloud systems, offers an automatic scaling feature to meet clients’
ever-changing demands with the reactive approach. This paper proposes a system architecture
based on Kubernetes with a proactive custom autoscaler using a deep neural network model to
handle the workload during run time dynamically. The proposed system architecture is designed
based on the Monitor–Analyze–Plan–Execute (MAPE) loop. The main contribution of this paper
is the proactive custom autoscaler, which focuses on the analysis and planning phases. In analysis
phase, Bidirectional Long Short-term Memory (Bi-LSTM) is applied to predict the number of HTTP
workloads in the future. In the planning phase, a cooling-down time period is implemented to
mitigate the oscillation problem. In addition, a resource removal strategy is proposed to remove a
part of the resources when the workload decreases, so that the autoscaler can handle it faster when
the burst of workload happens. Through experiments with two different realistic workloads, the
Bi-LSTM model achieves better accuracy not only than the Long Short-Term Memory model but also
than the state-of-the-art statistical auto-regression integrated moving average model in terms of shortand long-term forecasting. Moreover, it offers 530 to 600 times faster prediction speed than ARIMA
models with different workloads. Furthermore, as compared to the LSTM model, the Bi-LSTM model
performs better in terms of resource provision accuracy and elastic speedup. Finally, it is shown that
the proposed proactive custom autoscaler outperforms the default horizontal pod autoscaler (HPA)
of the Kubernetes in terms of accuracy and speed when provisioning and de-provisioning resources.
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1. Introduction

with regard to jurisdictional claims in

With the rapid development of technology in the last decade, cloud computing has
been gaining popularity in not only industry but also the academic environment [1]. A
core element in cloud computing is virtualization technology, which helps cloud providers
run multiple operating systems and applications on the same computing device, such as
servers. Traditionally, hypervisor-based virtualization is a technique used to create virtual
machines (VMs) with specific resources (e.g., CPU cores, RAM, and network bandwidth)
and a guest operating system [2]. Some worldwide hypervisors include ESX, Xen, and
Hyper-V. Container-based virtualization is a lightweight alternative to VMs [3], which can
help decrease the start-up time and consume less resources than VMs [1]. Some well-known
examples of this technology include LXC, Docker, Kubernetes, and Kata.
The main feature of cloud computing is elasticity, which allows application owners
to manage unpredictable workloads, which are inherent in internet-based services [4], by
provisioning or de-provisioning resources based on the demand to improve performance
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while reducing costs [5]. Autoscaling refers to a process that dynamically acquires and
releases resources and can be categorized into two types: reactive and proactive. Reactive
approaches perform scaling action by analyzing the current state of the system by setting
predefined rules or thresholds. Proactive approaches analyze the historical data, predict
the future, and perform scaling decisions. Selecting an appropriate autoscaling method
can affect the quality of parameters, such as CPU utilization, memory, and response time,
because over-provisioning leads to resource wastage and is expensive due to pay-per-use
pricing, while under-provisioning degrades the system performance. Many works [6–8]
related to hypervisor-based autoscaling solutions have been proposed, whereas the works
related to container-based solutions are still on an early stage [9].
Many existing reactive autoscaling solutions use rules with thresholds that are based
on infrastructure-level metrics, such as CPU utilization and memory [10–12]. Although
these solutions are easy to implement, choosing the right values for thresholds is difficult because the workload continuously fluctuates depending on the user behavior.
For proactive solutions, many works using time series data analysis have been proposed [6,7,13–15], whereas only a few have used machine learning algorithms for designing
autoscalers [8,16,17].
Artificial intelligence technology, especially deep learning, has been implemented in
many fields including computer vision, speech recognition, biomedical signal analysis,
etc. [18]. It also brings a promising future to architect general autoscalers [19]. This paper
aims to design a proactive autoscaling framework for Kubernetes that can provide fast and
accurate scaling decisions to provision resources ahead of time. The proactive autoscaling
framework uses the time series analysis method to predict the resource in the future.
There are various kinds of AI approaches for time series analysis such as recurrent neural
network (RNN), artificial neural network (ANN), and long short-term memory (LSTM).
In contrast to other AI approaches, the bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM)
is an extension of LSTM, which is more suitable for the time series data because it can
preserve the future and the past information. Thus, Bi-LSTM may have better accuracy in
prediction as compared to RNN and LSTM. More technical details for how Bi-LSTM works
are discussed in Section 4. The major contributions of this paper are as follows:
1.

2.
3.

First, a bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM)-based [20] proactive autoscaling system architecture designed for Kubernetes is proposed, and it is shown that the
proposed autoscaling system achieves a higher accuracy in resource estimation than
the default horizontal pod autoscaler of Kubernetes.
Second, Bi-LSTM prediction model for time-series analysis is implemented, showing
that it can outperform existing proactive autoscaling time-series prediction models.
Third, a resource removal strategy (RRS) is proposed to remove part of the resource
when the workload is decreased so it can better handle a burst of workload occurring
in the near future.

The results of the experiments conducted using different real trace workload datasets
indicate that Bi-LSTM achieves better accuracy with not only the LSTM model but also
a well-known state-of-the-art statistical method, ARIMA model, in terms of short- and
long-term forecasting. In addition, the prediction speed is 530 to 600 times faster than that
of the ARIMA model and almost equal compared to the LSTM model when examined
with different workloads. Furthermore, compared to the LSTM model, the Bi-LSTM
model performs better in terms of autoscaler metrics such as provision accuracy and
elastic speedup.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the recent
autoscaling studies conducted using time-series analysis. In Sections 3 and 4, the system
design and concept of the proactive custom autoscaler are introduced. The prediction
model is discussed in Section 5. Section 6 presents the experiment conducted for evaluating
the proposed prediction model followed by the discussion in Section 7. We conclude the
paper in Section 8.
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2. Related Works
In this section, we review the recent studies related to autoscaling applications conducted using a time-series analysis technique in the cloud system. Time-series analysis
has applications in many area such as weather forecasting, earthquake prediction, and
mathematical finance. It uses previous and current observed values to predict future
values [21]. In this study, it is used to predict future workload or required resources [22].
An example is the number of requests arriving at the system within one-minute intervals.
Table 1 presents a review of important autoscaling methods.
Al-Dhuraibi et al. [11] presented an architecture called ELASTICDOCKER, which uses
a reactive approach based on threshold-based rules to perform scaling actions. ELASTICDOCKER vertically scales both memory and virtual CPU cores resulting from the workload.
The disadvantage of vertical scaling is that it has limited resources for hosting the machine
capacity. To address this problem, ELASTICDOCKER performs live migration of the container when the hosting machine does not have enough resources. The experimental result
showed that this approach helps reduce the cost and improve the quality of experience
for end-users.
In Kubernetes (K8S), the Horizontal Pod Autoscaler (HPA) [12] is a control loop that
reactively scales the number of pods based on CPU utilization, regardless of whether the
workload or application is performing. It maintains an average of CPU utilization across
all pods at a desired value by increasing or decreasing the number of pods, for example,
TargetCPU = 80%.
The traditional approaches for time-series analysis and prediction include statistical
methods such as autoregression (AR), moving average (MA), autoregressive moving
average (ARMA), and autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA).
Zhang et al. [6] proposed an architecture using a reactive workload component
for hybrid clouds, which classifies the incoming workload into the base workload and
trespassing workload. The first workload is handled using ARIMA, while the second is
handled using a public cloud.
However, the limitation of reactive approach is that it only can react to the change in
workload after it actually happens. Thus, the system has to spend a certain amount of time
reconfiguring to adapt to the new workload. In contrast, the proactive approach analyzes
the historical data and forecasts the future resource required for the scaling action. We
review some recent studies using time-series analysis for the proactive approach below.
Li and Xia [13] proposed an autoscaling platform, called the cloud resource prediction
and provisioning scheme (RPPS), which can scale web applications in hybrid clouds. RPPS
uses ARMA to analyze the past resource usage (CPU utilization) and forecast the future
usage to provide the required resources. For the evaluation, they compared RPPS with the
reactive approach of Kubernetes HPA [12] and showed that their approach achieved better
results with varying workload.
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Table 1. Overview of recent works related to autoscaling methods.

Paper

Virtualization Technology

Monitored Metrics

Method

Technique

Oscillation Mitigation

Zhang et al. [6]
Al-Dhuraibi et al. [11]
HPA [12]
Li and Xia [13]
Rodrigo et al. [7]
Ciptaningtyas et al. [14]
Valter Rogério Messias et [15]
Borkowski et al. [23]
Prachimutita et al. [8]
Imdoukh et al. [16]
Xuehai Tang et al. [17]
Ming Yan et al. [24]
Laszlo Toka et al. [25]

VM
Container
Container
Container
VM
Container
VM
Container
Container
Container
Container

Request rate
CPU, Memory
CPU
CPU
Request rate
Request rate
Request rate
Task length
Request rate
Request rate
CPU
CPU, Memory
Request rate

Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Proactive
Proactive
Proactive
Proactive
Proactive
Proactive
Proactive
Proactive
Hybrid
Proactive

ARIMA
Rule-based
Rule-based
ARMA
ARIMA
ARIMA
GAs
ANN
ANN, RNN
LSTM
Bi-LSTM
Bi-LSTM
AR, HTM, LSTM

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
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Rodrigo et al. [7] proposed a cloud workload prediction module using ARIMA, which
can dynamically provision VMs for serving the predicted requests. For the performance
evaluation, they used real traces of HTTP web server requests from Wikimedia Foundation [26]. This model provides 91% accuracy for seasonal data; however, it is not suited
for non-seasonal workload. In addition, the authors did not compare this model with
any approach.
Ciptaningtyas et al. [14] also used ARIMA to predict the amount of future workload
requested, as it can achieve higher accuracy for short-term forecasting. They performed
evaluations using the following four ARIMA models, which had the same degree of
differencing (d) as 1 and order of moving average (q) as 0 while varying the lag order
value (p) from 1 to 4. The results showed that the model with lag order of 4 had the lowest
prediction error for the incoming requests compared to the other models.
Messias et al. [15] proposed a prediction model using genetic algorithms (GAs) to
combine many statistical methods. They used three logs extracted from real web servers to
evaluate their model. The results showed that the proposed model yields the best results.
However, with the NASA web server logs [27], the ARIMA model achieves the best result
with the best prediction accuracy. The ARIMA model’s configuration was chosen by the
auto.ari-ma() function of the R package proposed in [28] to automatically choose the value
for p, d, q.
The prediction model proposed in [23] used Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to
forecast the task duration and resource utilization. To prepare the ANN dataset, a crawler
was actualized to gather the number of files and the size of the repositories from GitHub
and the task length. Then the ANN model was trained offline. The proposed model
incurred less than 20% prediction error compared to a simple linear prediction model.
However, as it was trained offline, this model is not suitable for real applications.
Prachimutita et al. in [8] introduced a new autoscaling framework using Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) models to predict workload
in the future. Then, based on the forecasted workload, they converted to the needed RAM
and CPU core to keep services working under the Service Level Agreement (SLA). The
performance was evaluated by using access logs from the 1998 World Cup Web site [26]
for multiple-step ahead forecasting. The result showed the accuracy of ARIMA model
became worse with more predicted step ahead. Furthermore, the LSTM model archived
better accuracy than the MLP model.
Imdoukh et al. in [16] also proposed a machine learning-based autoscaling architecture.
The resource estimator used the LSTM model and conducted an experiment on the 1998
World Cup website dataset. They compared the obtained results with those obtained by
not only the ARIMA model but also the ANN model. The result showed that the proposed
LSTM model has a slightly higher prediction error compared to ARIMA model in onestep forecasting, but the prediction speed is faster 530 to 600 times than the ARIMA in
one-step forecasting.
Tang et al. [17] proposed a container load prediction model by using the Bi-LSTM
approach, which uses the container’s past CPU utilization load to predict the future load.
The accuracy of the proposed model exhibited the lowest prediction error compared to the
ARIMA and LSTM models. However, the authors did not mention how to configure the
parameters of the proposed model. Moreover, the paper only focuses on predicting the
future load and does not apply it to solve to autoscaling problems.
Ming Yan et al. [24] proposed a hybrid elastic scaling method by combining both
reactive and proactive approaches for Kubernetes. The proactive approach uses Bi-LSTM
model to learn the physical host and pod resource usage history (CPU utilization, Memory
usage) to predict the future workload. Then, the Bi-LSTM prediction model is combined
together with the online reinforcement learning with reactive model to achieve elastic
scaling decisions. Through the experiments, it is shown that it can help the system to
meet microsevice SLA in edge computing environments. The Bi-LSTM model also had
the smallest prediction error for the root mean square error (RMSE) metric as compared
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to the ARIMA, LSTM, and RNN. However, an oscillation mitigation solution has not
been addressed.
Laszlo Toka et al. [25] proposed using an AI-based forecast method for proactive
scaling policy. The AI-based forecast method consists of AR, Hierarchical temporal memory
(HTM), and LSTM methods. Each model is used to learn and predict the rate of incoming
web requests. They also proposed a backtesting plugin called HPA+ to automatically switch
between methods in the AI-based model and the HPA. If the performance of AI-based
model becomes poor, the HPA+ will switch to HPA and vice versa. The results show that
the HPA+ can decrease the number of rejected requests significantly at the the cost of
slightly more resource usage.
Most reactive approaches use rule-based model solutions. In these solutions, users
have to predefine rules and set the thresholds. Although these rules are easy to implement,
choosing the proper value for the thresholds is difficult because the workload continuously
fluctuates depending on the user behavior. Moreover, reactive approaches can only react
to workload changes after they happen and spends a certain time to reconfigure the
system to adapt to the new workload. For proactive approaches, statistical methods
(AR, MA, ARMA, ARIMA, etc.) are utilized to predict future workload and prepare
scaling actions ahead of time. However, these techniques are relatively slow in matching
dynamic workload demands. Due to the limitations of the reactive approach, we focus
our work on the proactive approach only. The development of artificial intelligence,
especially in deep learning, has achieved tremendous success in various fields from natural
language processing, computer vision [19], and disease classification [29]. However, the
use of deep learning in container autoscaling is still in its early stage. Thus, motivated
by the huge success of deep learning, we propose a proactive custom autoscaler that
uses the Bi-LSTM model to scale the number of pods for dynamic workload changes in
Kubernetes automatically.
3. System Design
In this section, we describe our system architecture design, which is based on the
monitor–analyze–plan–execute (MAPE) loop, as shown in Figure 1. The proposed architecture includes the following components:
•
•
•
•
•

Load Balancer;
Application metric collector;
Monitor Server;
K8S Master: etcd, kube-scheduler, kube-control-manager, kuber-apiserver, Proactive
Custom Autoscaler;
K8S Minions: kube-proxy, kubelet, Docker.

This paper mainly focuses on the proactive custom autoscaler (which includes the
analysis and planning phases of the MAPE loop) described in Section 4.
3.1. Load Balancer
Load balancer provides a powerful support for containerized applications. It acts as a
gateway that receives incoming TCP/HTTP requests from end-users and spreads them
across multiple K8S minions. In this study, we use HAProxy [30], which is an open-source,
very fast, reliable, and high-performance technology for load balancing and proxying TCPand HTTP-based applications. The HAProxy in this paper is located outside the Kubernetes
cluster. We configure the HAProxy to balance the load of all HTTP requests to all minion
nodes in the Kubernetes cluster through their external NodeIP and NodePort as shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. System architecture.

3.2. Application Metric Collector
The application metric collector is in charge of monitoring the load balancing. It
collects application metrics that are applied with regard to the proposed autoscaling
strategy, including the application throughput and average response time of the user’s
request. Then, all information is sent to the monitoring server.
3.3. Monitoring Server
The monitoring server receives all information from the collector and sends it to a
centralized time-series database. Time-series data are a series of data points indexed in
order of time. Prometheus [31] is a very powerful open-source monitoring, time-series
database widely used in industrial applications. It enables us to leverage the collected
metrics and use them for decision-making. The collected value can be exposed by an API
service and accessed by the proactive custom autoscaler.
3.4. K8S Master
In Kubernetes, each cluster comprises one master and several minion nodes. In
practice, a cluster can have multiple master nodes [32] to ensure that if one master node
fails, another master node will replace it and keep the system stable. The master node
controls the cluster with the following four components: etcd, kube-scheduler, kubecontrol-manager, and kube-apiserver.
•

etcd stores all the configuration data for the cluster.
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•

•

•

kube-scheduler searches the created and unscheduled pods to assign to nodes. It
needs to consider the constraints and available resources. The nodes are then ranked
and the pod is assigned to a suitable node.
kube-control-manager watches and keeps the cluster running in the desired state. For
instance, an application is running with five pods, after a period time, one pods
is down or missing, so the kube-control-manager creates a new replica for that
missing pod.
kube-apiserver validates and manages the components of the cluster, including pods,
services, and replication controllers. Each change in the cluster’s state has to pass
through kube-apiserver, which manages the minion nodes through the kubelet.

3.5. K8S Minion
A minion hosts the pods and runs them following the master’s instructions.
•
•
•

•
•

kubelet is an agent that runs on each node of the cluster. It is instructed by kubeapiserver of Master and keep the containers healthy and alive.
kube-proxy controls network rules on the nodes. These rules allow the network
communication to the pods from internal or external network of your cluster.
Docker: Kubernetes is one the most common specialized orchestration platforms for a
containerized application. In this study, we select Docker [33], which is a lightweight,
portable, self-sufficient, and the most popular container engine for Kubernetes.
NodeIP is an external IP address of a minion node. This IP address is accessible from
the internet.
NodePort is an open port on every minion node of the cluster and exposes the
application across each of minion nodes. The NodePort’s value has predefined range
between 30,000 and 32,767.

4. Proactive Custom Autoscaler
As mentioned earlier, the system architecture is based on MAPE loop, and our main
contributions are Bi-LSTM forecasting service (as the analysis phase) and the adaptation
manager service (as the planning phase), which are regarded as core of autoscaler. Figure 2
shows the architecture of the autoscaler with four main phases. Next, we describe each
phase in this autoscaler in detail.

Figure 2. Autoscaler architecture.

4.1. Monitor Phase
In this phase, the monitoring server, described in Section 3, continuously receives
different types of data for analysis and planning phases to determine appropriate scaling
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actions. In this paper, the different types of data are collected from two sources: (1) the
networking data of the load balancer, such as number of HTTP requests per second through
the application metric collector, and (2) pod information of all running nodes such as the
number of pod replicas, which are retrieved from the master node (using kube-apiserver).
After collecting the data, the monitoring server begins to aggregate and sends it to
Prometheus time-series database. By adding a time series database, we can maintain all
collected data as historical record and use it to train the prediction model to improve
model’s prediction accuracy.
4.2. Analysis Phase—Bi-LSTM Forecasting Service
In the analysis phase, the Bi-LSTM forecasting service period obtains the latest collected metric data with window size w through Prometheus’s restful API. The trained
model then uses these latest data dt−w , ..., dt−2 , dt−1 , dt to predict the next data in sequence
dt+1 . In our implementation, the Bi-LSTM neural network model was used to predict workload of HTTP requests in the future. Thus, we will discuss the Bi-LSTM neural network
model in more detail .
First, we discuss the standard (known as Forward or Uni-) Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM). LSTM is a member of the deep RNN family, which is used in many fields, including
sentiment analysis, speech recognition, and time-series analysis. It is a modified version
of the RNN architecture, and was first introduced by Hochreiter and Schmihuber [34]
in 1996 and popularized by many studies thereafter. Unlike the feed-forward neural
network, RNNs take the current and previous time-step output data as input to build the
network [35]. There were networks with loops in them, which allow the history data to be
maintained. However, traditional RNNs incur long-term dependencies due to the gradient
vanishing problem. In RNNs, the gradient expands exponentially over time [36]. To address
this problem, LSTM, which is a special type of RNN, has been proposed [37]. However,
LSTM can only handle information in one direction, which is a limitation because it ignores
the continuous data changes. Therefore, LSTM can only capture partial information.
The regular RNN or LSTM traverses input sequence with forward direction of the
original time series. The Bi-LSTM [20] are an extension of the LSTM models with two
LSTMs applied to the input data. The first LSTM is trained on the input sequence with its
original direction (forward). The second LSTM is fed with the reverse form of the input
sequence (backward). This architecture of Bi-LSTM is two LSTM networks stacked on top
of each other. It bidirectionally runs the input from two directions, the first one from past to
future, the second from future to past. The difference from forward LSTM is that running
backward helps preserve information from the future. By combining two hidden states,
one can preserve information from the past and the future. Applying the LSTM twice leads
to improved learning long-term dependencies and thus consequently will improve the
accuracy of the model [38].
The Bi-LSTM processes data in both directions with two separate hidden LSTM layers
to get more data. The Bi-LSTM equations are expressed as (1)–(3) below:
htF = f (UF mt + WF htF−1 + bF )

(1)

htB = f (UB mt + WB htB+1 + bB )

(2)

ŷt = VF htF + VB htB + bO

(3)

where UF and UB , WF and WB , and VF and VB are different weight matrices. f denotes the
activation functions, for example, Tanh sigmoid or logistic sigmoid; and bF , bB , and bO are
the forward, backward, and output layer biases, respectively.
Given an input sequence m = (m1 , ..., m T ), a Bi-LSTM computes the forward hidden
sequence, h F , the backward hidden sequence, h B , and the output sequence, ŷ, by iterating
the forward layer from t = 1 to T and the backward layer from t = T to 1 and then
updating the output layer.
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For the t-th time step, both parallel hidden layers in both forward and backward
directions process mt as input. The hidden states htF and htB are the output results of
two hidden layers in both forward and backward directions at time step t, respectively.
Then the output value ŷt depends on the sum of the hidden states htF and htB , as described
in Equation (3).
4.3. Planning Phase—Adaption Manager Service
In this phase, The Adaption Manager Service calculates the number of pods required
for provisioning or de-provisioning based on the predicted workload of HTTP requests
from the previous step. It is designed to scale in and scale out pods to meet future workload.
Algorithm 1 explains our scaling strategy after the predictor provides the amount
of HTTP requests in the next interval, Workloadt+1 . Because of oscillation problem, the
scaler performs opposite actions frequently within a short period [9], which wastes resources and costs. To address this problem, we set the cooling down time (CDT) to 60 s
(1 min) after each scaling decision, which is fine-grained compared to the container’s
scenery. We denote Workload pod as the maximum workload that a pod can process in a
minute and podsmin as the number of minimum pods should be maintained and the system
cannot scale down the number of pods that lower than this value. During the system’s
operation, for each minute, we calculate the number of pods required, podst+1 , in the next
time step and compare it with that of the current pods, podst . If the required pods exceed
the current pods podst , the scaling out command is triggered and the scaler increases the
number of pods to meet the resource demand in the near future. Otherwise, if the number
of required pods is lower than the number of current pods, the scaler removes an amount
of surplus pods, podssurplus , which follows the resource removal strategy (RRS), to stabilize
the system while handling it faster if a burst of workload occurs in the the next interval.
First, we use the max function to the choose higher value between the podst+1 and podsmin
value for updating the podst+1 value. This must be done because the system cannot scale
down to a lower number than podsmin value. Second, the number of surplus pods, which
follows the RRS, is calculated as per Equation (4):
podssurplus = ( podst − podst+1 ) ∗ RRS;
Algorithm 1: Adaption Manager Service algorithm.
Data: Workloadt+1 //predicted workload in the next interval
Result: Scaling action
initialization;
while system is running do
for each CDT do
Workload
podst+1 = Workloadt+1 ;
pod

if podst+1 > podst then
EXECUTE_SCALE_OUT_COMMAND (podst+1 ) ;
else if podst+1 < podst then
podst+1 = max(podst+1 , podsmin ) ;
podssurplus = (podst − podst+1 ) * RRS ;
podst+1 = podst − (podssurplus ) ;
EXECUTE_SCALE_I N_COMMAND (podst+1 ) ;
else
Do nothing ;
end
end
end

(4)
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Then, we update the value of podst+1 by using the current pods’ value podst minus
the surplus pods’ value podssurplus achieved in previous step. By doing this, we only need
to remove a part of surplus resources (pods), not all of them. Finally, we execute the scale
in command with the final updated podst+1 value. Using the RRS strategy not only helpss
the system to stabilize with the low workload but also to adapt faster with the burst of
workload because it spends less time to create and update the number of pods. In our
experiments, we set RRS to 0.60 (60%) and podsmin to 10.
4.4. Execution Phase
In this last phase of MAPE loop, the Kubernetes engine (kube-apiserver) receives
command from Adaption manager service of planning phase and changes number of
pod replicas.
5. Bi-LSTM Prediction Model
The proposed Bi-LSTM prediction model is discussed in this section.
5.1. Neural Network Architecture
The proposed Bi-LSTM model is shown in Figure 3, which has two layers that move
forward and backward. Each hidden layer contains an input layer with 10 neural cells for the
last 10 time steps, with 30 hidden units for each neural cell. The final outputs of the hidden
layers in both forward and backward directions are concatenated and be used as input to the
Dense. The Dense is a fully connected layer, which means each neuron in the Dense receives
input from all neurons of previous layer. The output shape of the Dense will be affected by
the number of neuron specified in it. In this study, the Dense is used to output predictions.
Because the model is non-linear regression model, we use the ReLU activation function in the
hidden layer.

Figure 3. Proposed bidirectional LSTM network architecture.

5.2. Single-Step and Multi-Step Predictions
In time-series analysis, a prediction problem that requires prediction of the next time
step is called single-step prediction, while the one that requires prediction of more than
one step is called multi-step prediction.
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6. Experiment and Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the proposed system design presented in Section 3. First,
the proposed Bi-LSTM model is evaluated and its accuracy and prediction speed are compared with those of the forward LSTM in [16] and ARIMA in [14,39] by using different
datasets. Subsequently, a complete proposed system in Section 3 is simulated and evaluated in a real environment to see the performance in terms of provision accuracy and
elastic speedup.
6.1. Datasets
We evaluate our proposed model using two real web server logs: two months of
NASA web servers [27] and three months of FIFA World Cup 98 web servers [40].
6.1.1. NASA Dataset
The NASA logs were collected by the NASA Kennedy Space Center WWW server
in Florida for two months, and can be classified into two sub-logs [27]. The first log
contains all HTTP requests made from 00:00:00 1 July 1995, to 23:59:59 31 July 1995 (total
31 days). The second log contains requests made from 00:00:00 1 August 1995, to 23:59:59
31 August 1995. These two logs contain 3,461,612 requests in total. Because of Hurricane
Erin, the server was shut down, so there were no logs between 1 August 1995 14:52:01 and
3 August 1995 04:36:13. This dataset has been used in [15,41,42] and others to evaluate
the autoscalers.
We preprocessed the original dataset by aggregating all logs occurring in the same
minute into one accumulative record. Thus, the dataset now represents the total workload
for each minute. The preprocessed dataset is shown in Figure 4, which indicates a repetitive
data pattern within a certain period.

Figure 4. NASA dataset.

6.1.2. FIFA Worldcup Dataset
The FIFA World Cup dataset contains 1,352,804,107 requests, logged from 30 April 1998
to 26 July 1998. This dataset has been extensively used [15,16,43,44] to study autoscalers.
Similar to the NASA dataset, this dataset was also preprocessed by aggregating all logs
that occurred within the same minute into one accumulative record, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. FIFA dataset.

The distribution of this dataset is more complicated than that of NASA. This is because
the FIFA World Cup dataset has a high degree of variation in its value; moreover, it does
not have a pattern like NASA and has peaks that are difficult to predict.
6.2. Experiment Explanation
As described in the beginning of the section, we conduct two experiments to evaluate
the custom autoscaler. In the first experiment, we use both NASA and FIFA World Cup
datasets for training and evaluating the prediction models. We split each dataset into 70%
for the training set and 30% for the testing set. The Bi-LSTM prediction model explained in
Section 5 is compared with the forward LSTM and ARIMA prediction models. The configuration of each compared model differs based on different datasets. The configuration of
Bi-LSTM model is described in Table 2. The Bi-LSTM and LSTM models were implemented
using Keras library from the TensorFlow software library [45]. We also used StatsModel
library [46] to implement ARIMA models. All prediction models were implemented using
Python programming language and trained on tensor processing unit (TPU) from Google
Colab [47]. The implementations and evaluations of these prediction models follow the
tutorials at [48,49].
The following two types of prediction models were used in the experiments: a onestep (1 step) prediction model, which uses the last 10 min workload to predict the total
workload in the next minute, and a five-step (5 steps) prediction model, which uses a
multi-step prediction strategy to predict the total workload in the next 5 min by using the
last 10 min workload. Both forward LSTM and Bi-LSTM in this experiment use the mean
square error (MSE) as a loss function for the training process to avoid over-fitting and
early stopping, and to stop the training process when the validation loss does not decrease
any further.
In the second experiment, we simulated the environment to see the performance in
terms of resource provision accuracy and elastic speedup. The simulation was implemented
using the Python programming language and running on Google Colab environment. We
retrieved a subset from the FIFA World Cup 98 database and input them into the proactive
custom autoscaler, which then uses Algorithm 1 to calculate the number of pods required
to maintain the stability of the system. In this simulation experiment, we assumed that
one pod can contain one Docker container. We also assumed that one pod can process
500 HTTP requests for a minute, and the workload was balanced between deployed pods.
For further experiments, we built the proposed architecture in Section 3 in a real
environment, and compared the proposed proactive custom autoscaler with the default
autoscaler of Kubernetes HPA in terms of responsiveness. The Kubernetes cluster is
implemented with one master node and three minion nodes. Each node on the cluster runs
on a virtual machine. Table 3 shows the system configurations. The master node had 12GB
of Random-access memory (RAM) and 8 CPU cores, while each minion had 4GB of RAM
and 4 CPU cores. We also set up one pod that could have only one container. The proactive
custom autoscaler was executed on the master node. We used Apache JMeter [50], which
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is an open-source load testing tool for web application to generate the HTTP requests
to the HAProxy. The HAProxy continues receiving HTTP requests from the JMeter and
forwarding them to the minion nodes via their external NodeIPs and NodePorts for
processing. The NodePort’s value is set to 31000. The minions have simple web applications
deployed on them to process the user requests. The web application returns a simple json
string as shown in Figure 6. The application metric collector collects information about
the application throughput and sends it to the monitoring server, which starts aggregating
the collected data and stores it in the Prometheus time-series database [51]. The proactive
custom autoscaler retrieves the workload for the last 10 minutes through Prometheus’s
API, starts predicting the workload for the next minute, and calculates the number of pods
required by using the proposed Algorithm 1. The execution command in the algorithm
communicates with kube-apiserver to create (or remove) the number of pods. For the HPA,
we set the target CPU utilization threshold to 70% and the number of replicas between 12
and 30.

Figure 6. The returned result of simple HTTP server.
Table 2. Bi-LSTM model configuration.

Parameter

Quantity

Number of layers
Input size
Number of hidden units
per neural cell
Loss function
Batch size
Epochs
Early stopping
Activation function

2 layers (Forward and Backward)
10 neural cells
30
MSE
64
50
5
ReLU

Table 3. System configurations.

Name

Version

Operating system
Kubernetes
Docker
JMeter
HAProxy
Prometheus

Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS
1.20
20.10.03
5.4.1
2.2-stable LTS
2.24.0

6.2.1. Configuration of Models Compared for the NASA Dataset
For the NASA dataset, we compared our model with the ARIMA model. The parameters p, d, q of ARIMA are chosen by the auto.ari-ma() function, as suggested in [15].
6.2.2. Configuration of Models Compared for FIFA Worldcup 98 Dataset
For the FIFA dataset, the compared models were forward LSTM and ARIMA.
The architecture of forward LSTM comprised 10 neural cells for the input layer,
30 LSTM units for one hidden layer, and 1 neural cell for the output layer, as suggested
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in [16]; the early stopping was set to 2. We also normalized the FIFA Worldcup dataset to a
range within [−1, 1] by using Equation (5).
The ARIMA model is configured with a lag order (p) of 4, degree differencing (d) set
as 1, and order of moving average (q) set as 0, as suggested in [14].
z=

x − min( x )
max ( x ) − min( x )

(5)

6.3. Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed model, we used four metrics as shown in
Equations (6)–(9), respectively. These metrics are used to compare the prediction accuracies
of the models. We define Yi as the actual value, Ŷi as the forecast value, and Ȳi as the mean
value of Y. In addition, we also compare the average prediction speed of 30 tries that each
model takes for prediction.
The mean square error (MSE) in Equation (6) calculates the average squared difference between the forecast and the observed values. The root mean square error
(RMSE), expressed as Equation (7), represents the square root of two of the differences
between the forecast and observed values. The mean absolute error (MAE), expressed as
Equation (8), represents the average over the test sample of the absolute differences between
the prediction and actual observation, where all individual differences have equal weights.
The metrics MSE, RMSE, MAE are used to evaluate the prediction error of the models,
where a smaller value indicates a higher prediction accuracy and vice versa. The coefficient
of determination, denoted as R2 , is shown in Equation (9) as a goodness-of-fit measure for
linear regression models. It is the square of the coefficients of multiple correlations between
the observed outcomes and the observed predictor values. The higher the R2 , the better
the model fits the data.
MSE =

RMSE =

√

1
n

n

∑ (Yi − Ŷi )2
s

MSE =

MAE =
R2 = 1 −

1
n

(6)

i =1

1
n

n

∑ (Yi − Ŷi )2

(7)

i =1

n

∑

(Yi − Ŷi )

(8)

i =1

∑in=1 (Yi − Ŷi )2
∑in=1 (Yi − Ȳi )2

(9)

Furthermore, to evaluate the provision accuracy and elastic speedup of the autoscaler,
we used system-oriented elasticity metrics endorsed by the Research Group of the Standard
Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) [52], as shown in Equations (10)–(14). These
metrics have also been used by other researchers [16,53]. We denote rt and pt as the required
resource and provide resources at time t, respectively. ∆t is the time interval between the
last and the current changes in the resource either in the required r or provided p.
For resource provisioning accuracy, the under-provisioning metric ΘU defines the
number of missing pods that are required to meet the service-level objective (SLOs) normalized by the measured time. The over-provisioning metrics ΘO identify the number of
surplus pods provided by the autoscaler. The range of ΘU and ΘO is from 0 to infinity
∞, where 0 is the best value. TU and TO correspond to the duration of prediction when
the system is under-provisioned and over-provisioned, respectively. The range of TU and
TO are from 0 to 100, and the best value is 0 when there is no under- or over-provisioning
during measurement time. Finally, the elastic speedup, en , is the autoscaling gain compared
to the no autoscaling case, where a are cases when using autoscaling and n are otherwise.
If the en has a value greater than 1, the proposed auto-scaler has an autoscaling gain over
no auto-scaler and vice versa.
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ΘU [%] =

100 T max (rt − pt , 0)
∆t
T t∑
rt
=1

(10)

ΘO [ % ] =

100 T max ( pt − rt , 0)
∆t
T t∑
rt
=1

(11)

TU [%] =

100 T
max (sgn(rt − pt ), 0)∆t
T t∑
=1

(12)

TO [%] =

100 T
max (sgn( pt − rt ), 0)∆t
T t∑
=1

(13)


en =

ΘU,n ΘO,n TU,n TO,n
ΘU,a ΘO,a TU,a TO,a

1
4

(14)

6.4. Experiment Results
6.4.1. NASA Dataset
The Bi-LSTM model shown in Table 4 achieves the smaller prediction error values
on MSE, RMSE, MAE metrics compared to the ARIMA model in both single-step (onestep) and multi-step (five-step) predictions. This means the Bi-LSTM has better prediction
accuracy than the ARIMA model. Furthermore, the R2 values of the Bi-LSTM model in both
one-step and five-step predictions are higher than those of the ARIMA model, which shows
that the Bi-LSTM can fit the data better than ARIMA. Finally, Bi-LSTM not only improves
in terms of all metrics but also has a faster prediction speed by 530 and 55 times following
one-step and five-step predictions, respectively, compared to the statistical method ARIMA.
Table 4. Experiment result on NASA dataset.

Model
Type

ARIMA
1 Step

BI-LSTM
1 Step

ARIMA
5 Steps

BI-LSTM
5 Steps

MSE
RMSE
MAE
R2
Prediction speed (ms)

196.288
14.010
10.572
0.692
2300

183.642
13.551
10.280
0.712
4.3

237.604
15.414
11.628
0.628
2488

207.313
14.39
10.592
0.675
45.1

Bold values indicate the best results.

Figures 7 and 8 present the result of the predicted value versus the actual value. The
performance of ARIMA model appears to be similar to the Bi-LSTM model. Then, we take
a closer look by zooming in to the results. Figure 9 shows the absolute error of models
for the first 100 minutes of the testing set. We can observe that the ARIMA model usually
has higher absolute error values than the Bi-LSTM model. Therefore, the Bi-LSTM model
performs better not only in terms of prediction accuracy but also prediction speed compare
to the ARIMA model.
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Figure 7. ARIMA with one-step prediction on the testing set.

Figure 8. Bi-LSTM with one-step prediction on the testing set.

Figure 9. Comparison of absolute error for the first 100 minutes of NASA testing set.
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6.4.2. FIFA Worldcup 98 Dataset
Table 5 shows the experimental results obtained for the FIFA Worldcup 98 dataset.
The Bi-LSTM model outperforms all other models, including the statistical method ARIMA
and feed-forward LSTM models, because it has the smallest prediction error values on MSE,
RMSE MAE metrics in both one-step and five-step predictions. In five-step prediction,
RMSE of the Bi-LSTM is 1.31 and 1.25 times smaller than those of ARIMA and forward
LSTM, respectively, which indicates better accuracy. The Bi-LSTM not only has a better
prediction accuracy but also has a prediction speed 600 times faster than that of the wellknown short-term statistical ARIMA in one-step predictions. Although the prediction
speed of Bi-LSTM is higher than that of the feed-forward LSTM, the speed is measured in
milliseconds, which is too minor to consider.
Table 5. Experiment result on FIFA Worldcup 98 dataset.

Model
Type

ARIMA
1 Step

LSTM
1 Step

BI-LSTM
1 Step

ARIMA
5 Steps

LSTM
5 Steps

BI-LSTM
5 Steps

MSE
RMSE
MAE
R2
Prediction speed (ms)

0.000040
0.006350
0.003302
0.998496
3700

0.000043
0.006523
0.003958
0.998397
5.1

0.000036
0.006015
0.003127
0.998637
5.8

0.000172
0.0131
0.0049
0.9930
4076

0.000157
0.0125
0.0068
0.9941
49.6

0.000120
0.010
0.00428
0.9954
51.2

Bold values indicate the best results.

Figures 10–12 indicate the results obtained for the testing set. As the difference
between these results is negligible, we focus on a small part of this dataset to obtain a better
observation. We use the results obtained from 1 July 1998 20:31:00 to 2 July 1998 05:00:00,
as shown in Figures 13–15. Figure 13 shows that the ARIMA model tends to over-predict
and under-predict most of the time. While the LSTM model shown in Figure 14 tends
to over-predict through the time, the predicted values provided by Bi-LSTM model in
Figure 15 nearly match the actual values. Thus, the Bi-LSTM model has better prediction
accuracy than ARIMA and the forward LSTM model.

Figure 10. ARIMA with one-step prediction on the testing set.
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Figure 11. Forward LSTM with one-step prediction on the testing set.

Figure 12. Bi-LSTM with one-step prediction on the testing set.

Figure 13. ARIMA with one-step prediction on the testing set (from 1 July 1998 20:31:00 to
2 July 1998 05:00:00).
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Figure 14. Forward LSTM with one-step prediction on the testing set (from 1 July 1998 20:31:00 to 2
July 1998 05:00:00).

Figure 15. Bi-LSTM with one-step prediction on the testing set (from 1 July 1998 20:31:00 to
2 July 1998 05:00:00).

6.4.3. Evaluation of Autoscaler
Because the ARIMA model exhibits a poor prediction speed, it is not suitable for
real-time autoscaling systems and thus is not considered in this experiment. For this
experiment, we took a testing subset of the NASA dataset from 7 July 1998 09:51:00 to 1
July 1998 16:31:00. Figures 16 and 17 show the number of pods produced by the LSTM
and Bi-LSTM autoscalers for the one-step prediction. A comparison of both autoscalers is
shown in Table 6, where Bi-LSTM achieves better performance in ΘO and TO in one-step
and five-step predictions. These results show that the proposed Bi-LSTM autoscaler tends
not to have over-provision, and when it does, it occurs for a shorter time as compared to
LSTM. In contrast, the LSTM autoscaler achieves better performance in ΘU (both one-step
and five-step predictions), and the TU of both autoscalers are almost equal in the one-step
prediction. It is shown that LSTM tends not to have under-provision as compared to
Bi-LSTM. Finally, the Bi-LSTM autoscaler outperforms the LSTM autoscaler in elasticity
speedup en in both one-step and five-step predictions, which indicates that Bi-LSTM has a
higher autoscaling gain over LSTM.
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Table 6. Evaluation of auto-scaler.

Type

No-Autoscaling

LSTM
1 Step

BI-LSTM
1 Step

LSTM
5 Steps

BI-LSTM
5 Steps

ΘO [ % ]
TO [%]
ΘU [%]
TU [%]
en

593.775
97.60
0.189
2.2
1

1.610
49.400
0.806
30.0
1.881

1.287
42.80
0.964
29.8
1.974

3.405
55.6
1.784
35.80
1.188

1.157
18.2
3.312
63.2
1.529

Bold values indicate the best results.

Figure 16. Number of pods produced by the LSTM auto-scaler.

Figure 17. Number of pods produced by the Bi-LSTM auto-scaler.

Figure 18 shows the changes in the number of pods of the proposed proactive custom
autoscaler (PCA) and the HPA for the given workload in a real environment. By default,
every 15 seconds, also known as the sync period, the HPA will compare the collected metric
values against their predefined thresholds. In this experiment, the metric for the HPA is
CPU usage, and its threshold is 70%. Once the average CPU usage exceeds the predefined
threshold, the HPA will calculate and increase the number of pods in the cluster. There
will be a delay time for creating new pods and assigning them to the nodes, which is the
common drawback of the reactive approach. It only reacts to workload changes after it
happens and spends a certain time reconfiguring the system to adapt to the new workload.
In addition, the default value for down scaling is 5 minutes. This means that the HPA will
keep monitoring the average CPU usage, and if its value is below the threshold for 5 min,
HPA will start scaling down. This mechanism of HPA is called cooldown/delay [12]. It is
shown in Figure 18 that the scaling down actions happen quite late, around the 20th and
83rd min, which leads to a waste of resources due to a slow response to traffic demand
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change. In contrast, the proactive custom autoscaler (PCA) has better performance in
accuracy and speed than HPA because PCA can predict the trend of workload and perform
the scaling up/down actions more accurately and ahead of time. Moreover, when the
workload decreases, the PCA was found to remove a part of pod replicas, thus making it
efficient when handling a burst of workload in the near future.

Figure 18. Evaluation of proposed auto-scaler in the real environment.

7. Discussion
Through the experiments, it was observed that the Bi-LSTM is more suitable for
estimating the resources in the Kubernetes cluster than statistical ARIMA and the feedforward LSTM. More specifically, the Bi-LSTM prediction model was compared with the
ARIMA prediction model in Table 4. It is shown that the Bi-LSTM has a higher prediction
accuracy as compared to ARIMA. It reduces prediction error by 3.28% in one-step prediction
and 6.64% in five-step prediction on RMSE metric. The prediction speed is 530 and 55 times
faster than ARIMA in one-step and five-step predictions.
In addition, the Bi-LSTM is compared with LSTM in Tables 5 and 6. It is shown that
the Bi-LSTM achieves higher prediction accuracy than LSTM. It reduces prediction error
by 7.79% in one-step prediction and 20% in five-step prediction on RMSE metric. It also
achieves comparable prediction speed to LSTM in one-step and five-step predictions. It
is observed from Table 6 that Bi-LSTM has more errors in prediction when decreasing
resources, and has less error in prediction when increasing the resources as compared
to LSTM. Obviously, Bi-LSTM outperforms LSTM in the overall prediction accuracy as
shown in Table 5. It can also be observed from the elastic speedup results in Table 6 that
the Bi-LSTM autoscaler has a higher autoscaling gain than the LSTM autoscaler in both
one-step and five-step predictions.
The proposed architecture in this work is based on the existing components of the
Kubernetes. However, this architecture can also be implemented in other container-based
platforms, such as using Docker Swarm for orchestration and other container engines
like OpenVZ, LXC. This is because the Bi-LSTM forecasting service and the Adaption
manager service can analyze and process the monitored data (networking data, and pods
or containers information) to calculate appropriate scaling decisions and are independent
not only from the container virtualization technology but also from the cloud providers.
Furthermore, we can change and update the Bi-LSTM forecasting service to learn and
predict more hardware metrics such as CPU utilization and memory usage for more
accurate scaling decisions.
8. Conclusions
The concept of microservices and cloud services provides a new method of application
development and service operation. Autoscaling is one the most essential mechanisms
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that autonomic provisioning or de-provisioning resources based on the demand to improve performance while reducing costs in cloud environment. This paper proposes a
system architecture based on the Kubernetes orchestration system with a proactive custom
autoscaler using a deep neural network model to calculate and provide resources ahead
of time. The proposed autoscaler focuses on the analysis and planning phases of the
MAPE loop. In the analysis phase, we used a prediction model based on Bi-LSTM, which
learns from the historical time-series request rate data to predict the future workload. The
proposed model was evaluated through a simulation and the real workload trace from
NASA [27] and FIFA [40]. The planning phase implements cooling down time (CDT) to
prevent the oscillation mitigation problem, and when the workload decreases, the scaler
uses the resource removal strategy (RRS) to simply remove an amount of surplus pods to
maintain the system stability while handling it faster if a burst of workload occurs in the
next interval. The results of an experiment conducted with different datasets indicate that
the proposed prediction model achieves better accuracy not only than the LSTM model
but also than the state-of-the-art statistical ARIMA model in terms of short- and long-term
forecasting. The prediction speed is 530 to 600 times faster than that of the ARIMA model
and almost equal compared to the LSTM model when examined with different workloads.
Compared to the LSTM model, the Bi-LSTM model performs better in terms of autoscaler
metrics for resource provision accuracy and elastic speedup. Moreover, when the workload
decreases, the architecture was found to remove a part of pod replicas, thus making it
efficient when handling burst of workload in the near future. Finally, the proposed system
design shows better performance in accuracy and speed than the default horizontal pod
autoscaler (HPA) of the Kubernetes when provisioning and de-provisioning resources.
In this paper, we only focus on the horizontal autoscaling that adds and remove pods.
In the future, we plan to extend our work to vertical autoscaling that adds or removes
resources (e.g., CPU, RAM) of deployed pods and hybrid autoscaling by combining both
horizontal and vertical scalings.
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